A 16-MHz piezoelectric quartz resonator has been used to build up a high-resolution deposition rate monitor. A direct counting allows a resolution of 1 ng/cm' at a rate of one reading per second. Direct computer interface and increase in the voltage excitation above'the plasma noise level have been successfully used to monitor the deposition rate in a dc sputtering apparatus.
I. INTRODUCTION
The growing interest for surface science, thin films, and interfaces, has lead to the development of various deposition rate monitors. Among them the classical quartz balance gives an absolute value measurement of the deposition rate but presents a poor sensitivity, thermal drifts, mechanical instabilities, and implies a long counting process as compared with direct ion counting or optical measurements. This is particularly clear if we are dealing with very thin films, where the deposition rate can be reduced below one atomic layer per minute. Nevertheless the quartz resonator* provides useful information in situations where direct ion counting is difficult. This is for example the case of sputtering chambers where ion counting is perturbed by the plasma. Various solutions have been proposed in order to increase the quartz balance sensitivity. The most elegant and sophisticated uses surface acoustic waves whose frequency can range at about 200 MHz for a small interdigited electrode.
This method has been successfully used2v3 but it requires a complex preparation of the quartz surface, and feeding a 200-MHz signal into the vacuum chamber is a real problem. In this article, we describe a simple inexpensive quartz balance that uses the conventional bulk resonance of a thin clock-computer crystal whose frequency ranges just below the 16-MHz frequency.
In this frequency range, the resonator is generally excited in his fundamental mode, so the quartz balance sensitivity-increases as the square of the resonating frequency. Moreover direct counting up to' 20 MHz is easily realized using standard TTL logic elements. This allows a simple counting setup with a resolution about 1 ng/cm2 for a l-s counting period. With such an increase in sensitivity the thermal drift, the mechanical instability, and the calibration of the resonator are the major causes of uncertainty. But this is not a real drawback for situations where the deposition rate can be stopped in order to measure and subtract the resonator thermal drift, so the same quartz can be used in a double weighing process4 in order to monitor and adjust very accurately the chemical composition of a thin film of a binary alloy, even at a very low deposition rate.
The mechanical instabilities lead to unpredictable jumps of the quartz resonance frequency. This can be detected by rapidly reading the quartz frequency, and then analyzing and subtracting the accidental variations using a computer.
As far as the thermal drift is concerned, it must be pointed out that if the quartz frequency is increased by a factor n =4, on passing from 4 to 16 MHz, the associated thermal drift is increased too by n, but the thermal stability factor is, however, improved by the same factor. This can be seen by examining the laws of evolution for the frequency variations AF, and AFu,, due, respectively, to the mass deposition and to the thermal drift:
expressing that both variations depend linearly on the resonance frequency of the quartz F,, but Al;, varies linearly with the deposited mass AA4 and inversely with the mass M4 of the quartz crystal (K, and K2 being proportionality constants). The thermal stability factor K is defined as
The point is that when F, is increased by n, M, is decreased by n. The consequence is that for a given deposited mass A.M, the thermal stability will be improved by a factor n. Moreover in conventional quartz balances the thermal drift can be minimized, by tightly coupling the quartz crystal to a well-regulated thermal sink whose temperature is close to the point where the AT-cut displays a very small thermal drift for its resonance frequency, or by compensating the thermal drift.5,6 On the contrary, our setup has been designed to increase the quartz thermal response time, up to a value such that the measuring time is small as compared with the quartz thermal response time.
At the time scale of the frequency measurement, the drift is accurately described by a linear variation. As shown below, direct interface to a computer allows a real-time analysis of the quartz frequency, with a linear best-fit ad-justment before, during, and after the deposition period. After a digital treatment and drift subtraction, the sensitivity of the quartz balance is better than 0.2 ng corresponding to 1 ng/cm2 over a l-s period of acquisition time. It has been successfully used to monitor and control the deposition rate in an UHV sequential sputtering of binary alloys.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP A. The quartz resonator
The basic relation between the resonance frequency and the quartz thickness for a piezoelectric crystal can be simply derived by writing the stability condition for a stationary acoustic wave; it is given in Eq. (4) :
meaning that the quartz thickness L, must be such that the film be located at an antinode of the wave, of wavelength 4
The shear mode excited in the so-called AT-cut crystal has been chosen for its remarkable insensitivity to temperature changes around room temperature, typically 1 ppm/ "C. ' The sensitivity to a change of mass is related to the ratio between the deposited mass and the mass of the quartz. So if the working frequency is increased the quartz mass is reduced, and both the mass ratio and the frequency resolution are increased leading to, as stated in the introduction, a square dependence of the sensitivity to the frequency of the quartz oscillating in the fundamental mode.
According to expression (4) the quartz thickness must be reduced to about 100 pm. This is a serious difficulty as far as the mechanical properties of this thin crystal are concerned, but it can be easily overcome by using a commercial 16-MHz quartz resonator, which can be transformed into a quartz balance without direct manipulation of the tiny crystal.7-9 The sealed can has been opened and a 6-mm hole drilled directly in front of the quartz surface, in order to allow a direct deposition of the film on the quartz surface. The hole size is a compromise between, on one hand the balance sensitivity, which requires the maximum surface deposition area, and, on the other hand, the perturbations due to side effects which require to keep the deposited film far from the quartz border. Moreover the quartz is supported by two wire loops which act as mechanical support as well as electrical connections, that must be kept far enough from the deposition area in order to avoid a short circuit by the metallic film. The can is remounted in its original position to protect mechanically the tiny crystal. It provides also a reasonable shielding against interference in a noisy electronic environment as that experienced in a dc sputtering. The tiny wires used to support the quartz also provide a weak thermal link between the quartz and the support. This weak link is responsible for the long thermal time response of the quartz, and acts as a low-pass filter against the rapid thermal fluctuations of the support. As stressed before, the thermal drift of the quartz will be easily modeled by a linear relation. 
B. The resonator and counting circuit
The resonator circuit has been placed as close as possible to the crystal so as to avoid any frequency shift related to the evolution of the impedance line between the quartz and the exciting circuit. The connection lines consist of two semirigid coaxials that penetrate directly into the vacuum chamber. With such an arrangement, it has been possible to mount four quartz crystals in the same chamber without interference. The remote oscillator circuit is presented in Fig. 1 . The first-stage oscillator (left upper part of Fig. 1 ) is followed by an impedance adapter (right upper part) that feeds directly a TTL driver (Ul A, lower part). The excitation level of the oscillator has been raised up to 18 V in order to get rid of the plasma noise. At such a level of excitation, the quartz is self-heated by the large amplitude of the oscillation. It is thus possible to adjust the quartz temperature simply by modifying the quartz level of excitation, but care must be taken to avoid any Ructuation of the excitation voltage that will modify the quartz temperature and consequently introduce drift of the resonance frequency. This is done by the LM317 regulator in Fig. 1 . In order to realize the direct counting of the I6-MHz frequency we have designed an interfaced counter presented on the right lower part of Fig. 1 . Two 8-bit counters 74LS590 are cascaded in order to build a l6-bit counter. The quartz frequency is gated and fed directly to the counter input.
At high frequency, the reading of the counter by the acquisition unit computer extends over several clock periods, so that the counting process must be stopped to avoid any erratic reading related to the counter evolution during the reading. So in order to avoid any interference between high-frequency counting, resetting, and computer reading, the two last operations are only executed when the gate is inactive. In this framework, the counter overloads without any counting loss. It acts as a divider of the quartz fre- quency by 2t6 and provides the remainder as the useful information. This is not a limitation because the frequency variation measured in a single cycle is always smaller than the full range.
Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A complete cycle, consisting of a pre-drift measurement, a deposition measurement, a post-drift measurement, and finally a computational analysis, can be performed in less than 30 s. At this scale of time the drift of the quartz balance is well modeled and correctly rejected, together with any erratic frequency shift of the quartz balance which is well monitored by the fast reading of the quartz balance.
The computer analysis in Figs. 2 and 3 display typical frequency evolutions of the quartz during the deposition process. The upper curve in Fig. 2 shows a deposition process of a very film (about 1-nm thick), whereas the lower curve represents the thermal drift in the idle state of the balance. Figure 3 presents a double deposition process of a binary alloy, symbolized by materials "a" and "b". Both cycles consist of three stages. In the case of material a for instance, the first stage ui is measured before the deposition cycle and corresponds to the recording of the drift of the resonator. The second state a2 displays the rapid frequency variation during the deposition. The third stage a3 is the final recording of the drift observed just after the deposition of material a. The total recording time is about 60 s. At this scale the evolution of the quartz must be linear. This linear dependence is analyzed by a computerized linear regression, and the drift is subtracted according to the procedure presented in Figs. 2 and 3 . If the drift is identical before and after the deposition period a2, this procedure gives an excellent rejection of the drift.
Moreover the continuous reading of the quartz provides also an efficient way to monitor and to correct any erratic jump of the quartz resonance frequency. In fact the gate signal provides an exact periodic sampling of the quartz frequency. In turn, this periodic reading must lead to equally spaced frequency data if the quartz frequency variation is linear in time and any jump of the frequency will generate an anomalous data spacing. This allows the detection of any single frequency jump. In the linear regression procedure the standard deviation is calculated and compared to a reference. If the deviation is above the threshold, the data are analyzed to detect a jump in frequency variation. This jump in turn is used to shift the data after the jump point; then the linear regression and the standard deviation are recalculated.
IV. DISCUSSION
In conclusion, we present a high-resolution quartz balance, easily built from a 16-MHz quartz resonator. A procedure has been developed in order to analyze and correct thermal drift and mechanical instability. If the deposition rate can be stopped to analyze the drift, a resolution of about 1 ng/cm2 is obtained with a l-s counting time.
This device has been successfully used to monitor the deposition rate in sputtering apparatus with deposition rate as low as 0.1 rim/s..
